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TSH Tip 
Loading Global (Universal) Sale Flyer Contracts 

 

Overview of this TSH Tip 
Who should use this TSH Tip? 

Pricing managers and anyone else who needs to know how to load global sale flyer contracts into 
Vision will find this Tip helpful. Order entry operators, customer service representatives and 
managers, and salespeople may also want to look over this Tip for background information on 
what global sale flyer contracts are. 
 
What will this TSH Tip help you do? 

This TSH Tip will help you do several things: 

• Understand the concept and benefits of global contracts in Vision. 

• Check to see if a customer and/or ship to location is eligible for global contract pricing, and 
make changes if necessary. 

• Set up global contracts in Vision. 
 
Which parts of Vision are discussed? 

• The Univ Cntr Elig field in Customer Master File Maintenance (menu-12.2.2.F4) and in Ship 
To Maintenance (menu-12.2.4.F2). 

• Customer Contract Master Maintenance (menu-12.3.6.1) and Contract Price File 
Maintenance (menu-12.3.6.2). 

• Pricing in Order Entry (menu-1.2). 
 

 
 

Introduction 
Combined with the use of an ALPHA_PROD, global sale flyer contracts (referred to in Vision as 
universal contracts) allow customers to get a sale flyer price if, and only if, the product number 
entered includes a prefix. 
 
 
 
 
Note: This TSH Tip uses the term global contract; however, in Vision, global contracts are 
actually called universal contracts. A global/universal contract contains pricing that can be made 
available to any customer, regardless of whether that contract is included on the customer’s list of 
contracts. This type of contract typically contains products included in a sale flyer. The product 
numbers in the sale flyer start with a special prefix. 
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Advantages of using global contracts include the following: 
 
• You do not have to give away margin unless the customer asks for it; if the customer does not 

include the prefix with the product number, the customer will not get the price advertised in 
the sale flyer/contract. 

 
• You do not need to add the global contract to the customer/ship to record for every customer 

who might order something from a sale flyer. 
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Setting up a Customer’s Eligibility for Global Contracts 
The Univ Cntr Elig field in Customer Master File Maintenance (menu-12.2.2.F4) and in Ship To 
Maintenance (menu-12.2.4.F2) determines whether the customer is eligible to be considered for 
the special pricing on global contracts. 
 

Customer Master File Maintenance (Menu-12.2.2.F4) 

 
2. Univ Cntr Elig This field determines whether a customer is eligible for global contract 

pricing. 

Y = Yes, this customer is eligible for global contract pricing. If the 
customer orders a particular product on the global contract, and the 
customer includes the special prefix with the product number, the 
system will consider the pricing from the global contract. 

N = No, this customer is not eligible for global contract pricing. 

This field’s default for new customers added to Vision is Y. 
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Ship To Maintenance (Menu-12.2.4.F2) 

 
2. Univ Cntr Elig This field determines whether a ship to location for a customer is eligible 

for global contract pricing. 

This field’s default for new ship to locations added to Vision is null. If Y 
or N is entered in this field, this field in Ship To Maintenance overrides the 
Univ Cntr Elig field in Customer Master File Maintenance. 

Null = Use the indicator on the CUST_MAST. 

Y = Yes, this ship to location is eligible for global contract pricing. If 
the customer orders a particular product on the global contract, and 
the customer includes the special prefix with the product number, 
the system will consider the pricing from the global contract. 

N = No, this ship to location is not eligible for global contract pricing. 
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Setting up a Global Sale Flyer Contract 
Let’s say that you want to set up a global sale flyer contract called CM4FLYER. The special 
product number prefix for the products that are on this contract is CM4. One of the products that 
are featured in the sale flyer is CM4AAGE1700, which is a #17 calendar base, and you need to 
add it to the contract. There are three major steps involved in the process of setting up such a 
global sale flyer contract in Vision. 
 
1. Create a contract in Vision (Customer Contract Master Maintenance, menu-12.3.6.1). Make 

sure that the Pricing Type field is S for sale contract and that the Contract Type field is U for 
universal/global contract. 

 
Note: A prefix is required for the global sale contract to take effect. The prefix is defined as the 
string of characters beginning after the first dot and proceeding to the next dot (if one exists) or to 
the end of the string of characters. The prefix in the following example is CM4. 
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2. Add products to the contract via the method that you normally use (that is, add the products 
in Contract Price File Maintenance (menu-12.3.6.2) or add them to the PRICE_1 file via an 
upload). Do not include the special flyer/contract prefix with the product numbers. 

 
In our example, one of the products included in the sale flyer is product number 
CM4AAGE1700, and you need to add it the CM4FLYER global contract. When you add the 
product to the contract, you need to omit the CM4 prefix, and add product number 
AAGE1700 just as you would for any other contract. 
 
The sample screen below shows how you would set up the product in Contract Price File 
Maintenance. 
 

 
 
Note: The system will auto-create a cross-reference (ALPHA_PROD) for the product number 
including the prefix. In the above example, the following two cross-references are created: CM4-
AAG-E17-00 and CM4AGE1700. The prefix is defined by the string of the characters after the 
first dot. 
 
In order for the global flyer price to be considered in pricing calculations, the user must enter the 
product number with the prefix. 
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How Global Sale Flyer Contracts Work in Vision 
Let’s say that a customer wants to order product CM4AAGE1700, which is a product featured in 
the sale flyer and the CM4FLYER contract. 
 
• If the customer asks for product CM4AAGE1700, and if the customer is eligible for global 

contract pricing, Vision will consider the global contract price in its standard pricing logic. 
 

Note: The customer may not receive the global contract price in every situation. If the 
customer has product AAGE1700 on a different contract that will give him or her a better 
price, for example, Vision will use the price from that other contract. 

 
• If the customer asks for product AAGE1700, Vision will not consider the global contract 

price in its standard pricing logic, even if that customer is eligible for global contract pricing. 
 
 

 

Vision Logic for Global Contracts 

Vision temporarily “adds” the global contract to 
the customer so that the special global contract 

pricing can be considered when Vision is 
determining the product’s price. 

A customer orders the product on 
the global sale flyer/contract (using 
the prefix plus the product number).

Is the customer 
eligible for 

universal contract 
pricing? 

“Univ Cntr Elig” 
field in Cust 

Maint F4 and 
in Ship To  
Maint F2 

Vision does not consider 
global contract pricing 
when determining the 

product’s price.

Y

Not Y
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Pricing in Order Entry 
Consider two different scenarios. In scenario 1, a customer orders product CM4AAGE1700, 
which is included in the sale flyer/contract. In scenario 2, that same customer orders AAGE1700 
(the same product, but without the CM4 prefix). 
 
In scenario 1, the order entry operator enters product CM4AAGE1700 in the line item screen of 
Order Entry (menu-1.2). Immediately after the operator enters CM4AAGE1700 and then presses 
Enter, the system redisplays the item without the prefix. 
 

After the operator enters a global 
sale flyer contract item (prefix plus 
product number) and then presses 
Enter, the system immediately 
redisplays the item without the 
prefix. 
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In scenario 1, since the product that the customer ordered (CM4AAGE1700) included the prefix, 
Vision considers the CM4FLYER contract pricing when determining the price that the customer 
will be charged. The customer will be charged the CM4FLYER contract price—in this case, 
$6.99—as long as the customer does not have product AAGE1700 on a different contract that 
would give him or her a better price. Notice that the price code is S to indicate that the price came 
from a sale contract. 
 

Product AAGE1700 is 
shown, even though 
product CM4AAGE1700 
was originally entered. 

The price from the 
CM4FLYER contract 
is used. 

The price code S 
indicates that the 
price came from a 
sale contract. 
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In scenario 2, the order entry operator enters product AAGE1700 in the line item screen of Order 
Entry (menu-1.2) because this is the product number that the customer requests. Even though 
product number AAGE1700 is on global sale flyer/contract number CM4FLYER, Vision will not 
consider the CM4FLYER contract pricing when determining the price that the customer will be 
charged, since the customer did not include the prefix. 
 

 
 

Product AAGE1700 is the 
product the customer 
requested. 

The contract price for 
product CM4AAGE1700 
is not used, since the 
customer did not include 
the prefix when ordering 
the product. 


